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it s is a contraction and should be used where a sentence would normally read it is or it has the
apostrophe indicates that part of a word has been removed its with no apostrophe on the other
hand is the possessive word like his and her for nouns without gender due to their very popular
use its and it s are very commonly confused for best results use it s as a contraction of it is
or it has use its when referring to something that relates to the pronouns it or itself can you
hear that noise where do you think it s it is coming from it s it is nearly the end of the month
it s it has gone really quickly its is a possessive determiner like my your his which we use when
referring to things or animals every house in the street has got its own garage in the case of
its and it s one pesky apostrophe is responsible for many spelling mistakes because both words
sound the same it doesn t matter when you re speaking but the difference can be noticeable and
confusing when you re writing its is the possessive form of it and denotes ownership of or
belonging to similar to his or her its is often used in reference to something owned by a noun
previously mentioned in the sentence what does it s mean it s is a contraction meaning it is or
it has its is a possessive form of the pronoun it meaning belonging to it it s is a contraction
of the words it is or it has interestingly we don t really contract it was into it s if you re
trying to figure out whether you should write it s or its swap in it is or it has its without an
apostrophe is the possessive form of it so it means belonging to it it s with an apostrophe s is
a contraction shortened form of it is or it has its apostrophe after the s is not actually a word
even though people sometimes mistakenly use it in place of its it s is a contraction and means it
is or it has its is a possessive form that is used to show possession or ownership meaning the
belonging of something to it its is never correct to use in your writing most proofreading
software will flag it as a grammatical error its no apostrophe is a possessive pronoun in the
third person plural or singular we use possessives to show something as associated with or
belonging to what was previously referenced the government encourages its citizens to vote during
elections when to use its its relates to the word it most notably as a possessor or object of an
action in the simplest terms its tells us the ownership or qualities of something it is used as a
possessive pronoun in a similar way to words like my his her our and their choose your words it s
a bird it s a plane it s is short for it is but its simply owns something it s soooo possessive
its is the possessive form of it find 15 different ways to say its along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com its is like his and her they are all possessive
determiners look at these examples these are his pies his is used for a masculine possessor owner
these are her flowers her is used for feminine possessor these are its footprints its is used for
neuter possessor example sentences with it s and its the meaning of its is of or relating to it
or itself especially as possessor agent or object of an action how to use its in a sentence
keeping it s and its in their places what is another word for its need synonyms for its here s a
list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts determiner belonging
to it proper noun the one or ones belonging to it determiner belonging to it their her his the
government appears to be at war with its own people proper noun antonyms opposite meaning related
common usage sentence examples proper usage in context view all a place for everything everything
in its place benjamin franklin america and its demons europe and its ghost every age has its
beautiful moments another person n bunch n another way to say its synonyms for its other words
and phrases for its definition of words plural of word 1 as in terms a pronounceable series of
letters having a distinct meaning especially in a particular field my doctor used all of these
medical words that i didn t understand synonyms similar words relevance terms phrases expressions
idioms monosyllables morphemes polysyllables speech forms first the background mcdonald s has a
big problem in 2024 because some of its most loyal customers now believe that its food has become
too expensive a viral story about an 18 big mac meal at share 52 words 5025 learners full list of
words from this list words only definitions notes zenith the highest point of something zealot a
fervent and even militant proponent of something yearn desire strongly or persistently yawner a
person who yawns xenophobia a fear of foreigners or strangers x axis
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it s vs its correct usage merriam webster
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it s is a contraction and should be used where a sentence would normally read it is or it has the
apostrophe indicates that part of a word has been removed its with no apostrophe on the other
hand is the possessive word like his and her for nouns without gender

it s vs its keeping each in its place merriam webster
Apr 19 2024

due to their very popular use its and it s are very commonly confused for best results use it s
as a contraction of it is or it has use its when referring to something that relates to the
pronouns it or itself

it s or its grammar cambridge dictionary
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can you hear that noise where do you think it s it is coming from it s it is nearly the end of
the month it s it has gone really quickly its is a possessive determiner like my your his which
we use when referring to things or animals every house in the street has got its own garage

its and it s correct usage and examples yourdictionary
Feb 17 2024

in the case of its and it s one pesky apostrophe is responsible for many spelling mistakes
because both words sound the same it doesn t matter when you re speaking but the difference can
be noticeable and confusing when you re writing

its vs it s learn the difference grammarly
Jan 16 2024

its is the possessive form of it and denotes ownership of or belonging to similar to his or her
its is often used in reference to something owned by a noun previously mentioned in the sentence
what does it s mean it s is a contraction meaning it is or it has

its vs it s how to use the right word dictionary com
Dec 15 2023

its is a possessive form of the pronoun it meaning belonging to it it s is a contraction of the
words it is or it has interestingly we don t really contract it was into it s if you re trying to
figure out whether you should write it s or its swap in it is or it has

when to use its vs it s examples meaning quiz scribbr
Nov 14 2023

its without an apostrophe is the possessive form of it so it means belonging to it it s with an
apostrophe s is a contraction shortened form of it is or it has its apostrophe after the s is not
actually a word even though people sometimes mistakenly use it in place of its
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should you use its it s or its businesswritingblog
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it s is a contraction and means it is or it has its is a possessive form that is used to show
possession or ownership meaning the belonging of something to it its is never correct to use in
your writing most proofreading software will flag it as a grammatical error

when to use it s or its explanation with examples
Sep 12 2023

its no apostrophe is a possessive pronoun in the third person plural or singular we use
possessives to show something as associated with or belonging to what was previously referenced
the government encourages its citizens to vote during elections

its vs it s the correct way to use each confusing words
Aug 11 2023

when to use its its relates to the word it most notably as a possessor or object of an action in
the simplest terms its tells us the ownership or qualities of something it is used as a
possessive pronoun in a similar way to words like my his her our and their

it s vs its choose your words vocabulary com
Jul 10 2023

choose your words it s a bird it s a plane it s is short for it is but its simply owns something
it s soooo possessive its is the possessive form of it

15 synonyms antonyms for its thesaurus com
Jun 09 2023

find 15 different ways to say its along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

it s or its grammar monster
May 08 2023

its is like his and her they are all possessive determiners look at these examples these are his
pies his is used for a masculine possessor owner these are her flowers her is used for feminine
possessor these are its footprints its is used for neuter possessor example sentences with it s
and its

its definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 07 2023

the meaning of its is of or relating to it or itself especially as possessor agent or object of
an action how to use its in a sentence keeping it s and its in their places

what is another word for its its synonyms wordhippo
Mar 06 2023
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what is another word for its need synonyms for its here s a list of similar words from our
thesaurus that you can use instead contexts determiner belonging to it proper noun the one or
ones belonging to it determiner belonging to it their her his the government appears to be at war
with its own people proper noun

its in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for its
Feb 05 2023

antonyms opposite meaning related common usage sentence examples proper usage in context view all
a place for everything everything in its place benjamin franklin america and its demons europe
and its ghost every age has its beautiful moments

its synonyms 156 words and phrases for its power thesaurus
Jan 04 2023

another person n bunch n another way to say its synonyms for its other words and phrases for its

words synonyms 163 similar and opposite words merriam
Dec 03 2022

definition of words plural of word 1 as in terms a pronounceable series of letters having a
distinct meaning especially in a particular field my doctor used all of these medical words that
i didn t understand synonyms similar words relevance terms phrases expressions idioms
monosyllables morphemes polysyllables speech forms

with 7 short words mcdonald s just tackled its biggest
Nov 02 2022

first the background mcdonald s has a big problem in 2024 because some of its most loyal
customers now believe that its food has become too expensive a viral story about an 18 big mac
meal at

52 interesting words to know vocabulary list vocabulary com
Oct 01 2022

share 52 words 5025 learners full list of words from this list words only definitions notes
zenith the highest point of something zealot a fervent and even militant proponent of something
yearn desire strongly or persistently yawner a person who yawns xenophobia a fear of foreigners
or strangers x axis
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